
MY EXPERIENCE SHADOWING DR

My shadowing experiences helped me understand what I could expect as a doctor and I am thankful to the physicians
who let me see their.

Shadowing is considered a crucial part of the pre-med experience in order to clarify professional goals and
contribute to medical school applications. Compassion: Patients are much more than what a brief history or
chart can summarize. A huge obstacle many premed students face is finding opportunities to shadow a doctor.
Go into shadowing with an open mind and ask yourself some questions: What are the pros and cons of this
specialty? Doctors are constantly reading, writing, researching, and collaborating. Make an appointment with
your academic advisor and tell them you are seeking shadowing experience. On television, doctors are usually
portrayed as the center of medicine, but from my shadowing, I know patients are the real focus of the medical
world. I asked a neurosurgeon in my area for his email to inquire about observing him, and he said yes! There
were days where I followed a medical team for 12 hours, went home to sleep, and did it again the next day to
learn more. Although I volunteered at the hospital, attended health symposiums and competed in healthcare
sciences competitions, it was only after I shadowed that I really began to understand the true nature of a
medical career. Show your gratitude. There were many of those interactions I observed with the physicians I
shadowed. By having a general knowledge of many lifestyles, cultures, and generational norms, physicians
can often tailor their medical care to each patient. I once stayed with a doctor after his shift for three hours to
write detailed patient histories. In order to tackle this problem, here are some tips to help you secure a
placement. Think of doctors you know. Riding to the clinic with my physician, discussing the academic path
she followed, reading up on an array of diseases and discussing them in between patient consultations gave me
invaluable insights into internal medicine. How to Get Shadowing Experience Create a list of medical
specialties that interest you and would like to know more about. Communication outside of the clinical
experiences mirrors the same professional qualities. In the following article, Shreya discusses the benefits of
shadowing as well as common questions on the subject. These experiences helped me witness the importance
of developing an enjoyment for continuous patient interaction. But, how long does that feeling of security last
before you realize you know very little about what medical school is actually like? After visiting the
pediatrician, I would pick up my plastic stethoscope and kiddie syringe and practice the same procedures on
my stuffed animals. So far, my medical training is parallel to my shadowing experiences and there continues
to be a bridge between social realities and biological outcomes. Because of this, undergraduates are not only
competing with each other for shadowing spots, but also against more experienced graduates. One doctor I
was with told me that it is important to be empathetic with patients.


